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Swot Analysis 

Myself 

Strengths Weakness Opportunities Threats 

I am able to learn 
new programs 
quite quickly 
I have some 
experience with 
3D animating 
and lots of 
experience in 
editing video 
Wide and varied 
knowledge of 
computer 
equipment, 
hardware and 
software 

No experience 
within an 
animation context 
Rendering takes 
lots of time, which 
gives me not very 
much time to 
learn new skills 
I have terrible 
time management 
skills 

I can learn new 
skills that 
directly apply to 
the courses I 
want to study or 
the industries 
that I 
I can gain 
insights into the 
industry that I 
want to work in 

I will waste a lot 
of time playing 
games 
I am doing 13 
units so I can’t 
spend a lot of 
time with 
multimedia  
I get distracted 
very easily 

Project 

Strengths Weakness Opportunities Threats 

Very pretty 
Entertaining and 
fun 
Showcases a 
wide range of 
skills 
 

A lot of work 
needs to be done 
I am a complete 
beginner to 
Blender and have 
never undertaken 
such a large 
project 

I can try to 
incorporate a 
bunch of new 
ideas into my 
mm project 
Can use in a folio 
to show off my 
work 

Technical and 
equipment issues 
may slow down 
my progress 
and/or require me 
to start all over 
again 

 

Conclusion: 
I have the skills to be able to work through this assessment, but I will need to manage my time 
effectively to produce the highest quality major work. Although I am lazy, with a proper plan and 
a good plan of attack I will be able to do well in all my subjects while producing the major work in 
the limited timeframe I possess through the diligent targeted learning of skills I need. 
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Statement of Intent 

For my year 12 HSC Multimedia Major Work, I plan to create a 3d animation approximately 2-3 
minutes long. This animation will be supplemented with the use of VFX, Music, and Video 
editing to create a compelling video that satisfyingly showing my skills. This will be achieved 
with the use of specialised software and hardware, as well as my skills. 

I will also need to plan and prepare for this, by creating a time plan, concept art, and more to create 
accurate to scale 3d models for me to animate. Creating a human will be especially difficult, as 
humans are one of the hardest things to animate (due to the ‘uncanny valley’ effect, if something 
reaches a point where it looks human, but not quite, it can be quite off-putting) 

To showcase my skills, I will use programs such as: 

 Time planning software, such as Google Calendar, or even spread sheet software such as 
excel 

 3D Editing/Rendering software to create my models, as well as render each frame 
 Video editing software to arrange the frames, footages and effects 
 Image editing software for detailed textures + displacement/normal/ bump maps 
 Word processing software to type out my portfolio 

These skills will show expertise in: 

 Modelling 
o Refers the actual creation of the objects within a 3D animation 

 Video Editing 
o Editing the composited video into cuts for the final preview, as well as more 

tweaking of effects. 
 Texturing  

o Refers to the creation of an image that will be stretched onto a 3d Model to create 
a realistic or aesthetically pleasing look 

 Compositing 
o The editing of the original renders colour, hue, as well as SFX, such as mist or green 

screen. 
 Rendering 

o Creating images from the 3d model created, bad rendering creates fuzzy images 
of low quality that detract from the image. 

 Rigging 
o The creation of a ‘rig’ (much like a puppet) to control a 3d object 

 Lighting (3D) 
o Refers to how the lights of a scene accentuate a mood, model, or a shape in a scene. 
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Limitations 
Modelling 

 My skills in blender are limited, as I have started using it, and had not started using it until 
2015 

Rendering, Animation, & Hardware 

 If I do not have access to a render farm, I will need to use my own computer, and keep it in 
a cool shady spot for a few weeks, which may mean I go without a computer for quite a 
few weeks. I would also need lots of time to render it, so I have a few weeks lopped off of 
my timeline. 

 Not counting rendering time, I also have quite a limited amount of time to complete my 
animation, as I only have 3 terms to do so, and I am only one person 

 

Motivation 
My motivation for creating this project stems from my desire to create a CG animation, as I 
watched many 3D animation movies as I was growing up. Movies such as Toy Story, The Incredible 
and etc. always fascinated me, and gave me a desire to learn how to make such things. These 
skills will also help me in university, as not only will it look great on my CV, but it will also assist 
me in the degrees I desire to do in university. 

I have never done multimedia up until year 11, and throughout Year 11, I have learnt how to make 
3D models. This was very enjoyable to me, and thus, I wish to challenge myself one step further, 
by attempting to make a moving model for my Year 12 Major Work. 

 

Timeframe 
I have allocated 3 terms to finish this Major work, as this is the time I have before HSC starts. In 
this time, I will hone my skills not only the future, but will create a high quality animation that I 
can be proud of. To do so in a timely manner, I need to create a time plan, storyboard my ideas, 
and create concept art that I can use as a reference to create the scenery and 3d models I need to 
make. After I have created these models, I will need to arrange them, rig the main character, and 
start animating it. Once I have done so, I will start rendering it, which will take quite a lot of time, 
but by that time, I can (hopefully) relax, as all the hard work will be over. 
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Research 
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Map Types: 
Maps tell the 3D rendering software specific information about the geometry of an object, where 
light is supposed to hit, etc. This saves me from actually having to model this myself, so I will be 
making use of this useful technique to save time, while also achieving a good result. 

Map Type What it Does 
Displacement Map 

 

 
 
 
 
Uses the black and white values of a static image to 
raise a mesh’s vertices up or down. Especially useful 
for defining complicated edges, but takes more time 
to render, due to the extra amount of vertices needed 
for a mesh to be successfully displaced 

Normal Map 

 

Fakes bumps for a 3d model, so you do not need to 
model the required geometry in, thereby reducing the 
amount of rendering power required to render a 
model 
 
The information for the fake bumps are stored with 
colours, which effectively act as markers as to what 
the ‘height’ of the bumps it is faking are, and where 
the light should bounce off of. 

Occlusion Map 

 

 
Used to create shadows in placed where they are 
needed. Deep crevices may be unfeasible to create on 
a certain model, so occlusion maps tell the renderer 
that the crevices specified should have deeper 
shadows.  
 
Especially effective for creating shadows on surfaces 
such as skin. 

Specularity Map

 

 
 
 
Specularity maps define how glossy or matte part of 
a surface is. In some cases, such as skin, places such 
as the forehead and the nose may be defined as 
glossy, but glossy effects may be unwanted on places 
such as cheeks, eyebrows, or mouth. In this case, you 
are able to set defined areas of varying gloss 
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Software: 
Purpose Option 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Modelling+ 
Animation 
 
 
 
 
These 
programs are 
used to 
create 3d 
models, as 
well as rigs 
for 
animation 

 3DS Max 
 Efficient animation tools 
 Great mesh deformation for moving 

characters, especially for skin folds 
 Very Expensive ($3000+) 
 Very efficient physics sim, can render 

multiple rigid bodies efficiently 

 Autodesk Maya  
 Very advanced and robust simulation 

models for hair, water, cloth and 
more. 

 No experience with this program 
 Used in the industry, along with 3DS 

Max 
 Very expensive 

 

Blender 
 Free! 
 Most experience with this program 
 Lots of Functions (Fluid sim, own 

render    engine, etc.) 
 “Lightweight” (Compared to Maya and 

3DS Max) 
 Difficult Interface 
 Quite a lot of resources and tutorials 

for Blender 

Texture/Map 
Creation 
 
These 
programs are 
responsible 
for creating 
textures, as 
well as 
creating 
maps for 
shaders such 
as normal, 
bump, and 
diffuse maps 

 Adobe Photoshop 
 Extremely powerful, can do many 

things 
 Fine control for the creation of spec, 

occlusion, normal, displacement 
maps 

 Very Expensive (Even with Creative 
Cloud Subscription, it is still $30 a 
month) 

 CrazyBump 
 “Free” (Once trial period ends, you are 

unable to use) 
 Great results in minimal time 
 Quick to use 

 NeoTextureEdit 
 Free 
 Easy to use interface 
 Old, and not a lot of documentation 

available 
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Rendering Hardware: 
 
Specialised hardware is best for rendering, as it leads to lower render times and saves power. 
 

Hardware Advantages Disadvantages 
NVIDIA Titan X

 

 Super-duper fast! 
Fastest Graphics Card 
you can get on the 
market without 
stepping into the 
professional cards.  
 

 Can make rendering 
times shorter, so 
instead of two weeks 
of rendering via CPU, it 
will only take a few 
days to render. 
 

 Most 3D software 
supports CUDA 
acceleration. 

 Very 
expensive  
(RRP: $1600) 

Intel i7 5820K  Cheaper than either 
GPU (RRP: $300~) 
 

 All functions that I 
need to render with are 
supported with a CPU 
 

 Very stable with 
rendering programs, as 
most programs are 
designed for a CPU 

 Renders much 
slower than a 
GPU 

AMD Radeon R9 
290X

 

 The 290X is much 
cheaper than NVIDIA 
Cards (RRP of $500), 
and is  
 

 Performance level 
similar to NVidia Cards 
of the same price 
range 

 Large power 
draw, runs hot. 

 OpenCL 
support for 
Blender is still 
quite new and 
buggy. 
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Video Editing Software: 
Adobe Premiere Pro: 

Made by Adobe, Adobe Premiere Pro is used in many 
places (such as Hollywood) to edit movies, colour grade, 
and other tasks, it is a high quality program that can be 
used to edit video. It also includes OpenCL acceleration, 
which means if you have a GPU, the time taken to render 
a final video decreases dramatically. More complicated 
VFX tools are unavailable here though, as Adobe does not 
want Adobe Premiere to replace After Effects, so if you 
need special effects, or more complicated motion 
tracking, it is unavailable here. Because it is so widely 
used, there are many tutorials for it, especially on 
websites such as YouTube. 

 

Blender VSE: 

Included in Blender’s suite of products, is a full video 
editor that includes features such as colour grading, 
Gaussian grading, motion tracking, and compositing. It 
is free, and included with the latest versions of Blender. 
Unlike Adobe Premiere, you are able to do more 
complicated things such as motion tracking, unlike 
Adobe Premiere. There are also quite a lot of tutorials 
spread online that I am able to use and learn from 
(mainly because Blender has a strong community). If I 
use Blender, I also don’t need to disrupt my workflow by 
using two programs, as once I have rendered my frames, 
I can simply use Blender to composite my images, and 
Blender VSE to edit the video. Unfortunately, Blender 
does not support OpenCL acceleration for video 
rendering, and my render times will be longer. 

Evaluation: 

I have decided to use adobe premiere to edit my video, as it provides tools for batch imports of 
images, and also includes much of the tools that I can use that I am able to use, such as audio 
editing. Blender VSE is not as robust as the Adobe Premiere Suite, so I will not use it. 
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Render Engines (Blender): 
Render engines are software that create an image based on the information given to it e.g. whether 
there is light bouncing off an object, where an object is, what colour it is, etc. Each render engine 
has different ways of creating materials, so therefore you need to learn how to use each engine in 
a different way if you want to try experimenting with different render engines. Blender currently 
supports a variety of engines, such as the in-house renderer, Cycles, LuxRender, V-Ray, Octane 
Render, & Maxwell Render. Some of these are paid, and some of them are for free. 

Blender Cycles : 

 

Cycles is the render engine that succeeded the original engine. It is an unbiased ray tracing engine 
(traces the path of light rays throughout a scene), & it is bundled in by default with every version 
of blender since Blender 2.5. This engine was created to try to replicate other ray tracing engines, 
such as V-Ray, as these engines require $300+ 
licences to use, and is rapidly developing, with 
new features being added every 6 weeks, as a 
development cycle. (Although Cycles is more 
focused on animation rendering, rather than true 
to life light rendering.)  

Materials in Blender are created using nodes, 
with each node being connected to represent 
values that are required for an object that is being 
created. This is useful for a variety of reasons, as 
materials can easily be swapped and tweaked, 
according to each node. Other engines, rather than use nodes, create one large material with 
sliders to represent how much of that material you would like to mix with another.  

Cycles comes with many features you would expect from a ‘production’ level render engine, such 
as global illumination, procedural textures, CPU & GPU rendering, support for HDRI Images to 
illuminate your scene (360 degree images you are able to use to ‘wrap’ around your scene and light 
it up), as well as being open source and free to use. 
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Main Pros: 

 No licensing fees 
 Material Nodes easier to use, more so than traditional sliders. 
 Lots of documentation + tutorials to follow 
 Great results for free software 
 Integrated into Blender, so all features included in software should work (e.g. strand 

rendering, particle effects) 
 Fast Development Cycle, new features always coming 

Main Cons: 

 Output image is sometimes noisy 
 Can be slow (especially if you are not using a GPU) 

 

LuxRender: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LuxRender is an engine that predates Cycles (development began in 2007), and uses the 
philosophy of PBR (physically based rendering) in the way it renders. Like Cycles, it is also an 
unbiased ray tracing engine, although LuxRender is not integrated as well as Cycles is, as it is only 
a render engine, which is able to be added on to other programs such as Blender, Maya, and 3DS 
Max. LuxRender materials in Blender are also node based, and much like Cycles, you are able to 
create complex node trees rather than having to adjust sliders for one large material. LuxRender 
also has support for everything that Cycles has, such as Viewport Rendering, as well as rendering 
some things better than Cycles, such as caustics (intense light reflections from glass or crystalline 
structures) 

Recently, a new version of LuxRender has released, and using it dramatically reduces render time, 
which could be a deciding factor in choosing this render engine, although the new version does 
not support some features, such as strand rendering, which means I would have to use an older 
version, which would drag my render times massively. Documentation, much like Cycles is 
excellent, and while not to the level of Cycles, is very detailed & can explain much of the settings 
in LuxRender 
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Main Pros: 

 No licensing fees 
 Material Nodes easier to use than traditional sliders. 
 Lots of documentation 
 Great results for free software 
 True to Life Results 

Main Cons: 

 Barely any tutorials 
 Very slow 
 New API to fix slowness does not support strand rendering for grasses 

 

What about other Render Engines? 

There are other Render Engines available for Blender 3D, such as V-Ray, Maxwell, and Octane 
render, and they provide beautiful results as well. Unfortunately, they all come with heavy 
licensing fees that range from $350-$700 dollars. These are unfortunately out of my price range, 
and therefore, I am unable to use them. 

 

Ongoing Evaluation: 

The render engine that I have used is absolutely the right choice, as no other render engine that is 
free is as comprehensive or keeps up with a paid render engine as Cycles does. The ease of use 
and its node based material creation systems allow me to quickly prototype and create new 
materials on a whim, allowing me to quickly see what works and what does not. Rendering is a 
breeze, and is very flexible, I can render under many parameters, such as rendering on separate 
layers and then combining both layers based on their position in relation to the Z-axis. Thus, I am 
very happy with my decision. 
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File Types: 
When rendering my file, there are many formats that I can use to render the output file. I could 
either output a set of frames, or I could output a video file itself. If you render and output to a video, 
you are able to use the file instantly after rendering, although if your animation renders incorrectly, 
your entire file corrupts, and you cannot recover the previous frames that were rendered. 
Therefore, I have decided to render out my image as a series of frames, so that if it so happens that 
one part of my file corrupts, I will still be able to recover the frames that have rendered correctly. 
There are many types of image formats that I could output to, but I also have to take into 
consideration if a file format is lossy or lossless (removes information from image to achieve 
smaller image), the size of each file, and overall size. 

 

  

File Type File Name File Extension Compression Type 
 

Image 
Joint Photographic Experts 

Group 
.jpeg/.jpg Lossy 

Portable Network Graphic .png Lossless 
Bitmap Image File .bmp Lossless 

 
Video 

Moving Pictures Expert Group - 
Layer 4 

.mp4 Lossy 

Audio Video Interleave .avi Lossy 
Matroska Media Container .mkv Lossless 

Audio Free Lossless Audio Codec .flac Lossless 
Moving Pictures Expert Group 

– Layer 3 
.mp3 Lossy 
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Tutorials, Documentation, and Resources: 
For Cycles, there is much information that I am able to use for my major work, as blender has built 
a strong community that has many tutorials and documentation notes that I can learn from. 

Tutorials & Documentation 

Blender Wiki: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The official Wikipedia page of the Blender foundation, you are able to find what every little button 
in Blender actually does, and also provides basic info about functions of tools that are placed in 
Blender. These are all free, and basic tutorials that teach the basic concepts of things such as 
modelling, UV unwrapping, and rendering. Although a great start, the Blender Wiki is not updated 
as frequently, and some tutorials can contain information that was only relevant to a certain 
version of Blender. 

 

Blender Guru: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Blender Guru is a tutorial website that is run by Andrew Price. For many years, he has created 
many tutorials, such as ‘How to make Bread’ and ‘How to make a City’. These tutorials come with 
the original blend files, and also provide step by step instructions on how to do this. It is updated 
weekly, and provides many tutorials to sift through, although the tutorials themselves are not 
uploaded weekly.  
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YouTube: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

YouTube not only provides a mass of tutorial videos, but also lets you pause, play, and scroll 
through the video so that you won’t miss what the tutorial is teaching you. YouTube has many 
channels dedicated to 3D modelling, BlenderGuru, CG Geek, tutor4u, and many others create 
tutorials and upload them, creating tutorials for most things that you could think of. Because there 
are so many videos though, it can be hard to find the thing that you are seeking. There are also bad 
videos that teach you incorrect/slow/redundant ways to do things. 

 

CG Cookie: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CG Cookie is a paid website that provides tutorials that have been created by professionals. The 
website features very useful tutorials on a variety of subjects, such as animation, and proper 
workflow. As these tutorials are created by professionals, these tutorials can show you how to 
make industry-grade effects, which can be very helpful if you are trying to achieve a specific effect 
that no one else on other tutorial websites are able to teach. 
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Blender Market: 

 

The Blender Marketplace is a website where people can sell premade items for use in the 3d 
workflow. These are usually of high quality, and for more obscure objects, there can be little to no 
free textures around to use. These can be useful if I need to find a specific texture that I need to 
use, but cannot find a free version online. Therefore, I will be willing to pay, especially for high 
resolution textures with bump, normal, and specular maps included. 

 

Rigging: 
Rigging the process of preparing a 3D model, so that it is easily animated. This usually consists of 
creating a ‘skeleton’ with bones, so that you are able to move your model in a way that you need it 
to (For example, a human model would only need to move in certain areas, so rigging allows us to 
efficiently move it in ways we need) 

Usually, constraints are placed on a character, so that you cannot deform the character mesh in 
a way that would look bad, or be unrealistic (e.g. head rotation). Other types of constraints 
include IK (Inverse Kinematics), which affect other bones based on parameters given, which is 
useful for the streamlining of animation (e.g. a leg bone that bends when you move the bottom 
bone) 

 

 

 

A rigged character that I have tested, with an IK constraint on the leg bones. 
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Rigging can also be done on parts of a rig that require fine control, such as the face. Face rigs 
usually have points where you are able to manipulate, so that you are able to give a certain 
character an expression as needed. These rigs require the person to set areas that the mesh will 
be affected by, and how strongly these areas are affected by movement of the rig. Fine tuning 
this to create an acceptable effect can be extremely difficult, as you need to tune every single 
part of the rig, and if you have multiple parts, and something unexpected happens, you have to 
go through each single part of the rig to find out what which bone is affecting it. Another way 
people move a mesh is through the use of Shape Keys. 

 

Shape Keys are defined movements that have been manually moved, vertex by vertex. This has 
the advantage of having set movements defined by the person, at the expense of a more 
freeform movement system. If you do not need complex movement, then you may be able to use 
shape keys. Rigging a face would be best for more complex situations, such as when you need to 
create complicated expressions that are not the same. 

Evaluation: I have decided to use a combination of both, as this is the one that is the most 
convenient, for the premade facial expressions that I have made, I can simply use as is, but for 
more complicated face movements, I will use rigging. The body is better suited to a proper rig, 
rather than shape keys, as shape keys are very situational, and it would be better if a rig was used 
for the body. 

 

Use of Shape Keys on my test rig, defined deformations set by a slider. 

Use of a face rig to deform the mesh 
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Modelling Techniques: 
There are several ways of approximating the surface of an object that you can creating. 

Polygon Modelling + Subdivision Surfaces 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Polygonal Modelling refers to the creation of an object using vertexes. 
These vertexes can be combined to create basic 2D shapes (such as 
triangles, or squares), and these 2D shapes are able to form 
complicated 3D Structures. Once you have created your model, you 
can easily edit it, choosing vertices to move around, etc. An advantage 
to Polygon Modelling is that you are able to apply a subdivision surface 
modifier to your model, which smooths out rough edges of your model 
by dividing your polygons into four, although if you need sharp edges 
in your model, you will need to add more detail to the corners for the 
algorithm to process, which may take time. 

Polygon modelling also comes with the advantage of being ready for 
texturing and rigging (if you have prepared the model in a certain 
manner)., and is also is the fastest method of modelling, as you only 
need to start out with one rectangle, and then start from there. This 
can also be a disadvantage though, as not having a base to start off of 
can make it more difficult to model for some people. 

NURBS Modelling 

NURBS, short for Non-Uniform Rational B Spline, are mathematical equations used to describe a 
surface. This has the advantage of creating an exact surface, no approximated surfaces using 
polygons. By describing everything via mathematical equations, it provides great flexibility for the 
creation of real life objects, such as cars, or boats. NURBS can be easily rendered, and therefore are 

very efficient.  

The way that NURBS are handled, is that they 
are controlled by certain points, which then 
influence the topology of an object. One 
disadvantage of NURBS Modelling is that more 
complicated models are quite difficult to do, 
especially for organic shapes, such as a human. 
This makes NURBS Modelling more suitable for 
the modelling of hard surfaces, such as 
machines. 
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Sculpting/Retopology 

Sculpting (as the name suggests), involves 
the ‘melding’ of 3D polygons with tools that 
mimic the process of clay. Usually, a 
sphere is used as a base, and from there, 
vertices are added or subtracted, through a 
process called “Dynamic Retopology”.  

This allows the model to have a varied 
amount of polygons, based on the amount 
needed for parts of a 3D Model. For 
example, a human model would need 
more detail in areas such as the face and 
hands, vs. the legs or the feet. After this, 

you will need to create a new base mesh, to optimise render times, and also prepare it for rigging. 
Sculpting has the advantage of being very detailed, and having very fine control over how the end 
mesh will look, although this is a very time consuming process, more so than Polygon Modelling. 
Sculpts are fine for static objects though, making it suitable for creating assets that are static in 
the environment. 

Storyboard 
There are several types of storyboards, each serve to illustrate 
different aspects of a story. There are Traditional Storyboards, used 
for demonstrating scenes and more detailed storyboards that serve to 
demonstrate the specifics of a scene. On the right, this type of 
storyboard focuses on the details of the scene, rather than outlining 
the entire animation. This is great for knowing what to do and what 
you need for a scene, but requires many drawings. This would be 
suitable for more complicated scenes, where I need specific shots, or 
cuts, so I do no unintentionally make something that I don’t need.  

The next image shows Thumbnail Storyboards, only showing the bare 
minimum, with no information attached to it. For a general overview 
of the animation, this type of storyboard is fine, but if I am to make a 
long animation 2-3 minutes long, this would be insufficient, although 
these do not take very much time to draw.  

A sufficient solution would be to simply combine both use cases, where I outline 
the basic events that happen, and if need be, create a storyboard for more 
complicated scenes that require exact specifications for camera angles, lighting, 
VFX or etc. 
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Lighting 
Although not the most important thing in the major work, 
lighting is important for conveying an atmosphere about a 
scene. Therefore, it is important to consider the lighting in 
a scene, to convey the correct mood for a scene. For 
example, dim lighting is suitable for a dark, moody 
atmosphere, but no so much for a happy scene.  

Care must also be taken to ensure a scene is at a perfect 
level of light, as although well-lit scenes are great, 
sometimes lights can be used to greater effect, such as 

emphasis on certain objects etc. Other things to take into consideration when preparing lighting 
is other objects, such smoke, or reflective surfaces that are able to reflect light into a scene (Many 
movies use reflective roads to add interesting elements to a scene, or similar reflective surfaces 
to add texture, or colour to an otherwise boring set.) 

Camera Angles 
When framing my scenes, it is important to consider along with lighting the camera angles of the 
shots. There a few aspects of this that I must consider, the Angle and the Size of the shot: 

Angle of a shot is used to show the mood of the 
scene that is shot. A high or wide shot 
emphasises the scenery, diminishing the size 
of characters or increasing the sense of scale. 
This is relative to the height and amount of 
scene I use for my shot. Conversely, low and 
narrow shots emphasise individual objects, 
increasing the size of characters and 
decreasing the sense of scale. This would be 
more suitable for a character reaction, or if I 
need to focus on a particular object. Using 
these effectively can also increase the 
perceived quality of the actual animation itself. 

Shot sizes are used to emphasise certain elements of a scene. They can also affect what type of 
approach is used for creating the models used. For example, a close shot would require the model 
used to be quite detailed as the model would be the main focus of the scene. Conversely, if an item 
is far away, very little detail or even a still image can be used, as it would not be in the viewer’s 
perspective. Close shots indicate danger, stress, and a sense of urgency, while long shots indicate 
more relaxed shots e.g. pan across scenery would make the viewer relax, and close-up of eyes 
would make viewer nervous. 

Ongoing Evaluation 

I have decided that thumbnail storyboards are the best things that I can use, as I am not as skilled 
at drawing as I am at 3D modelling.  The lighting has been carefully adjusted for in each scene, 
and as a result of using enough light to give detail to the characters, but not overblown the scene. 
This, combined with adjusting the lighting based on the camera shot and the mood I want to 
convey, I have successfully used these to convey the type of atmosphere and mood of each scene. 
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Textures 
Textures are images of materials that you use to make a model more lifelike. There are a few 
ways to attain textures: 

Handmade Textures: 

I could make the textures myself. The pros & cons of this 
method: 

 Pro: Control over what is needed: 
o If I make textures myself, I have complete control 

over what I need, and how it looks. This is a large 
advantage that could not be achieved if I got 
textures from elsewhere. For example, if I wanted 
a specific texture, I could draw it myself or take a photo and edit it using a photo 
editing tool. 

 Con: Time Constraints 
o If I am to make the textures myself, for each individual texture, it will take quite a 

lot of time. Which is something that I would have to consider when I am making 
my time plan, and that time could be used in other places 

 Con: Quality  
o The quality of the textures will be limited by my skills, and as I am not very 

experienced in this area, results may vary wildly. 

 

Premade Textures: 

I could get textures from a website, such as 
textures.com. The pros and cons of this method:  

 Pro: High Quality Textures: 
o If I look hard enough, I can find high 

quality textures to use. This will be 
great if I need a texture, but it is too 
time consuming for me to make it 
myself.  

 Con: Not exactly what I need 
o No matter how much I search, I will never find a texture that is absolutely perfect, 

and sometimes the texture will simply not exist. 
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Audio 
Audio consists of sounds that I will place in the animation to complement the action playing on 
screen etc. footstep noises when a character walks, whooshing leaf noises for a tree in the wind. 
There are a few ways to attain audio: 

Self-Recorded 

I could make the audio myself, recording using a microphone. The pros & cons of this method: 

 Pro: Control over what is needed: 
o If I make the audio samples myself, I have complete control 

over what I need, and how it sounds. This is a large 
advantage that could not be achieved if I got audio from 
another place. 

 Con: Making certain sounds: 
o Although I can record my voice, or footsteps, I would have 

more trouble sourcing a sound for an explosion, or something 
that would be very expensive to record 

 Con: Expensive microphones needed: 
o Microphones are expensive, and if I want my animation to sound as good as 

possible, I cannot have popping, low quality audio, or wind noises in my audio. I 
would have to spend a lot of money to do so. 

Self-Recorded 

I could also get premade audio from the internet. The pros & cons of this method: 

 Pro: High Quality Audio Samples: 
o If I look hard enough, I can find 

high quality audio samples to 
use. This will be great if I need 
an audio sample for quick use, 
but it is too time consuming for 
me to make it myself.  

 Pro: Cheap and Quick: 
o I do not need to spend very 

much money, or do expensive 
things such as recording 
explosions/trees/etc. 

 Con: Not exactly what I need 
o No matter how much I search, I will never find audio samples that are absolutely 

perfect, and sometimes the sample will simply not be made. 

Final Evaluation: 

In the end I decided to just use all premade audio clips, as the recording equipment that I needed 
was not within my price range with the quality that I needed. Because of the vast scale of the 
internet, with a little trawling I was able to find audio clips that suited the purpose of what I had 
hoped to achieve in terms of mood. 
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Selection & 
Justification 
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Software: 
3D Program 

Program Pros Cons 

Blender 

 Most Proficient with 
 Free! 
 Lots and LOTS of tutorials and 

documentation that is free 

 Not very many render engines 
to choose from 

 Slower than others 

Maya 

 Really high quality program 
 Industry Standard 
 Lots of really professional 

plugins for things such as water 
and cloth simulations 

 Expensive 
 Most good tutorials are behind a 

paywall 

3DS MAX 

 Professional 
 Industry Standard 
 Good for designing to exact 

specifications 

 No knowledge of it 
 Not what I need (organic 

modelling) 

Justification: I have decided to use Blender 3D, ultimately because it is the program that I have 
been learning to use for the past year. Learning another 3D suite from scratch would be time 
consuming, and I already know how to make stuff in Blender. 

Image Editor & Map Creator 
 

Program Pros Cons 

Photoshop 

 Can do a lot besides 
map creation 

 Can create very good 
results 

 Expensive 
 Need specific plugins 

to create a map 

CrazyBump 

 Plug ‘n Play 
 Can create really high 

quality maps 
 Very good 

customisation 
options 

 Expensive 

NeoTextureEdit 

 Free 
 Easy to Use 

 Little to no 
documentation or 
tutorials 

 Very Old 
 
Justification: I have experience with both these programs, the other programs either have little 
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to no documentation, or simply do not deliver adequate results. Therefore, I will use the 
programs with the most documentation and that are updated regularly. 

 

Modelling Technique 

Option Advantages Disadvantages 

Subsurface 
Modelling 

 Exact to what 
you need 

 You can have a 
low poly model, 
and then 
subdivide it if 
needed 

 Need a base to go on, otherwise it is hard 
to visualise where to start 

 Hard to do from scratch 

NURBS 

 Perfect 
surfaces! 

 Good for exact 
specific areas 
and surfaces 

 Very low 
memory 
needed to 
render 

 Not very Intuitive 
 Hard to use 

Sculpting And 
Retopologising 

 

 More Freeform 
 Can create very 

detailed models 
with an idea on 
how to 
retopologised it 

 Very time consuming 

Justification: I have most experience with these two, and NURBS are hard to use in Blender, so I 
will use these both, as I believe that this will give the best result that I can get. 
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Audio 

Option Advantages Disadvantages 

Premade 

 Easy to use 
 Quick 
 Time can be spent 

elsewhere 

 Won’t be exact to 
specifications 

Handmade 

 Exact to 
specifications 

 Can adjust for quality 

 Takes a long time to 
do 

 Can be expensive 
 Need equipment to 

make 
Justification: I do not have the time for making handmade recording for my audio, and there are 
several sounds that I could just as easily get online of quality I could not do myself, so I do not 
need to create Audio. I can spend this time on other improvements 

 

Textures 
Option Advantages Disadvantages 

Premade 

 Easy to use 
 Quick 
 Time can be spent 

elsewhere 

 Won’t be exact to 
specifications 

Handmade 
 Exact to 

specifications 
 Can adjust for quality 

 Takes a long time 
  

Justification: I already have the skills to make my own textures, but sometimes I can make do 
with premade textures, and focus on making textures for things that I actually need and would 
never find online e.g. a face texture for my character would never be found online; nothing 
online would ever match my specifications. Therefore I will use both 

Video Editor 

Program Pros Cons 

Adobe Premiere Pro 

 Easy to use 
 Batch Import for easy 

import of frames 
 Professional 

 Expensive 
 

Blender VSE 

 Fully integrated into 
Blender 

 Free 

 Not that many 
tutorials 

 Not as powerful as 
Premiere Pro 

Justification:  I am already familiar with the program, and I do not need to do anything 
needlessly complicated, so I can probably manage with using just Adobe Premiere Pro. Adobe 
Premiere also supports batch importing, which means if I render my animation via images, I can 
stitch them together using Premiere Pro. I can also use Premiere Pro to edit my sound files. 
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File Types 
Initial Rendering 

File Pros Cons 
png  Lossless  Can be large 

jpg 
 Very small file sizes 
 Can be used mostly 

anywhere 

 Lossy 
 Doesn’t Support 

Transparency 

bmp 
 Small File Sizes 
 Can be used mostly 

anywhere 

 Lossy 
 Doesn’t Support 

Transparency 
Justification: PNG is a good medium between lossless files, and small sizes. Rendering to a JPG 
will mean that some of the images may not be as high quality, as usually an image is 
compressed, thereby losing data. 

 

Final Rendering 

File Pros Cons 

mp4 
 Good mix between 

size and quality 
 Can get larger 

Avi 
 Smallest size  Lossy, and usually is 

bad quality 

mkv 
 Lossless 
 Limiteless size 

 Can become very 
large 

Justification: It lets my animation stay quite high in terms of quality, while also providing a file 
size that is not too large 

Final Evaluation: png is a suitable format for my images, I have enough space for all of the images that are 
created, the final rendering should be fine as a mp4, as it provides good quality, and a smaller file size. 
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Development Of 
Ideas 
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Development of Ideas 

From the beginning of Year 11, I did not have an original idea; I initially wanted to make something 
completely different. I was to make a 2D animation, but my friend spurred me to learn Blender 3D, 
which I took an interest towards, and eventually became extremely enthusiastic about. At the time, 
I started to learn Blender 3D and I had one central idea: I would make a 3D animation. This 3D 
animation would be of high quality, and incorporate a character of some sort. I would also have 
lots of scenery, and have a rigged model, including face.  

With the knowledge that I have attained from learning Blender 3D in Year 11, I have managed to 
build up my skills that will enable me to create this, and with the skills I already know, should be 
sufficient to create a high quality 3D Animation. 

I know for my plot, I wanted to create a light-hearted story, with good looking scenery. 

 

An initial model that I created, March 2015 

Initially, I had created a model of a woman that I was to use for a concept. This concept constituted 
a female cat burglar that would steal a priceless object. This was eventually scrapped, as I became 
unmotivated about this project, as well as the model not being of a very high quality (it was my 
first model after all.) 

Eventually, I settled on creating another concept that I have now stuck with: An elf who traverses 
many environments that are both beautiful and full of nature. 
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Inspiration 
I was inspired by the 3D animations I watched as a child, and even the animations that are being 
created today. Growing up I watched many shows, animated in a variety of styles. There were the 
shows that kick-started my interest for animation, although I never bothered learning the 3D 
aspect until this year. 

Skyland is a French Canadian animation made in 2006. It 
utilises a cel-shaded style for its animation and was mildly 
successful. It is noticeable for its use of motion capture, in a 
time where characters were traditionally hand animated. 
What also separates it from other animations is the lack of 
extremely detailed characters, character faces are merely 
shapes that are moved around, rather than modelled directly 
onto the model as a part of the mesh. Backgrounds are also 
drawn in 2D and used in the animation as planes in the 
background.  This animation is initially inspired me to learn 

about 3D Animation, and I can use the tricks that they used to decrease my render times, while 
achieving a good result(using planes for unimportant items in the background, etc.) 

The Miraculous Ladybug is a French Korean 
Japanese Canadian American animation made 
in 2015. It uses a more realistic style, and was 
made in conjunction with many countries all 
over the world. It is noticeable for having quite 
superb animation, by using a conjunction of 
motion capture and then tweaking the 
animations to fit a more exaggerated style. The 
animation also uses shaders that look very 
simple, but are very good looking as well. Emulating these shaders and techniques will make my 
animation look better 

Big Hero 6 is an American animation created by Disney 
Animation Studios in 2014. Big Hero 6 make copious use 
of particle systems, and as well as providing general 
inspiration, I will also be looking at how this film uses 
Particle Systems, and attempt to recreate this in my 
animation, as well as using how they set up their cameras 
and shots. 
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Sketching: 

 

29/12/15 – Initial creation of a sketch, this would be the basis on what my final model would be, I 
would eventually make a few changes, but this is mainly the design I stick to for my character 
model. This would be my reference when modelling  
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30/12/15 – Expressions sketch, for the eventual face shape keys + some extra designs for the 
outfit that the character would wea
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2/1/16 – Initial creation of concept art for the setting of the actual location that I would create. 
Here I show the forest and the lake area that the protagonist would be animated in. Further 
refinements were made and a character design was finalised. Most of the actual backgrounds 
end up being prototyped within blender itself, as I am unable to properly sketch backgrounds. 
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Storyboard 

Scene 1 

 
 

 

Shot 1: Wide  
Action: Scenery moving, 
ocean sounds 

Shot 2: Wide  
Action: Title pops up. Cue 
music 

Shot 3: Wide  
Action: Character arrives in 
the shot 

  
 

Shot 4: Middle  
Action: Character dips his 
hand in the water, splash 
sound 

Shot 4: Middle  
Action: Pulls his hand out of 
the water, splashing sounds 

Shot 5: Close up 
Action: Smirk on the 
characters face as it pans to 
next shot 

 

  

Shot 6: Middle  
Action: Character is 
moving with the stream. 
Cut to next scene 

  

 
7/8/16 -  Shot 5, rendered  
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Scene 2 

   
Shot 1: Middle  
Action: Sitting on the boat 

Shot 2: Middle  
Action: Standing up, wood 
creaks as character pushes 
up himself 

Shot 3: Close up 
Action: continuation from 
previous, shot he still 
stands up 

   
Shot 4: Close up 
Action: Character stands 
up, and his body passes 
the camera 

Shot 5: Wide  
Action: Scenery moves 
around, and character 
looks at the scene 

Shot 6: Wide  
Action: Continuation of 
the scene, character faces 
to the side, face visible to 
camera 

   
Shot 6: Close up 
Action: Character gets off 
the boat, feet pushing 
against the boat 

Shot 7: Close up 
Action: Character jumps 
off the boat onto land, sfx 
of foot stomps here 

Shot 8: Very wide shot 
Action: Pan over the forest 
looking at the scenery 

  

 

Shot 9: Middle  
Action: Look at ground, 
pan to character 

Shot 10: Pan 
Action: character walking 
in the forest 

 

 
7/8/16 -  Shot 5, rendered 
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Scene 3 

   
Shot 1: Middle  
Action: Character walks 
towards the camera 

Shot2 : Close Up 
Action: Show character 
stop and gasp. SFX of 
gasping 

Shot 3: Pan  
Action: pan from 
characters’ shoulder to the 
gate 

   
Shot 4: Close up  
Action: character pushes 
the door wide open 

Shot 5: Wide  
Action: pan to the 
greenhouse 

Shot 6: Wide 
Action: continuation from 
shot 5 

   
Shot 7: close up 
Action: character walks 
into the greenhouse. Play 
footsteps on brick sounds 

Shot 8: middle shot 
Action: Character turns his 
head to look at the box 

Shot 9: close up 
Action: character stares at 
the box and smirks 

  

 

Shot 10: Middle Shot 
Action: Aerial view of 
character opening up the 
box 

Shot 11 : Close up 
Action: text signifies it is 
the end of the video. 

 

 
7/8/16 -  Shot 9, rendered 
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Testing: 

Trees 

 

Design 1: I initially had a design for a tree, and it looked absolutely to the standard I was trying to 
achieve. But, the problems associated with the tree was that it was extremely high in vertices, 
168,202 vertices is not bad just for one object, but if a tree is that many vertices, and I want at least 
20 trees, it will add up to 3,364,040 vertices. Since my computer starts noticeably decreasing in 
performance after ~ 500k vertices, this will be an unsuitable solution for my major work, and 
therefore I ended up moving on from this design, looking to see how I could create a forest without 
a noticeable impact on performance past the general performance decrease associated with more 
objects. 
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Design 2: In reaction to my first design for the trees, I ended up attempting to make a tree with as 
few vertices as possible. I ended up with this design, design 2. The design simply consists of two 
planes with an image on each, placed together so that they intersect at 90° angles. This gives the 
illusion of depth, and from most angles, they look acceptable as trees. The problems associated 
with the design is that if the light hits the trees at certain angles, it is painfully obvious that there 
is no geometry within the tree besides two planes. Thus, this design is only suitable for far away 
viewing, as the model itself does not adequately display complicated skills pertaining to modelling, 
or look good close up. 
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Design 3: Here, I have combined the techniques used within both designs, and have created 
something that has the best of both designs. The tree itself looks acceptable, and the leaves are 
planes with the image of a branch of them. Thus, this allows for a tree that looks good from mid-
range shot to far shots, and as each tree is 4,100 vertices, it is possible to create a forest with this 
type of tree. This is the one that I will use, and is the result of testing render times and other 
factors.
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Character 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

23/2/16 - the old model, with hair 

The model that I considered to be the final model that I would draw upon for the animation was 
changed in many ways. The facial proportions were changed, and at one stage hair was added to 
the model. There are also minor colour changes to his outfit, and to his eye colour. I ended up 
taking the hair out, and changing the skin shader to something more soft. I also need to edit several 
of the models and scenes to look better after considering many prototypes, and chose the one that 
looked the best but also was easily renderable. This also gave me the advantage of being able to 
tweak the shaders for specific conditions, and each skin shader is uniquely suited for the 
respective environments they are rendered in.  

 

1/4/16 -the new model, updated with a softer skin shader for a less creepy look 
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Design & Modification 
The way that I had designed my model and the scenery was by having a image browser up while 
I was prototyping my project. What ended up happening was that many project ideas and 
backgrounds ended up being scrapped, or simply merged together to form a better version of the 
background. Because of this, each final background retains the original sense that I wanted to 
instil into the background, but has all the best objects that I created within each prototype. 
Originally, the scenes were much more set out, but this method lead to boring, unexciting scenes 
that did not appeal to me, so the prototyping method worked out better. Thus, I abandoned a 
traditional sketch and create approach in favour for this more modular approach. 

 

The character was originally a female, and I had planned on using the model that I had made, 
this was an extremely early model though, and due to the extremely bad topology, I was unable 
to properly rig and correctly deform the mesh to create the quality that I wanted. Thus, I scrapped 
this model early December, and I made sure that the topology was of a suitable quality to be able 
to render.  

The forest I originally wanted to create would have been prohibitively expensive to render not 
only due to power, but also the sheer amount of data needed to render 100 or so trees to make a 
forest. Thus, I had to experiment with the various types of tree concepts to effectively convey to 
the viewer the concept of a tree without using too many vertices. The solution that I have 
reached ended up being of a superior quality, and also light on the computer, 
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Timeplan 
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Portfolio 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 H 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 H 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 H 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Statement of Intent                                             
                                             

Research:                                             
                                             

Materials/Resources                                             
                                             

Processes/Technologies                                             
                                             
                                             

Selection& Justification:                                            
Materials/Resources                                             

                                             
Processes/Technologies                                             

                                             
                                             

Development of Ideas:                                            
Idea Generation/Sketches                                                 

                                             
Testing                                                 

                                             
Production & Work                                               

                                             
Modificaiton                                                                                       

                                             
                                             

Project Management                                            
Time Plan                                                

                                             
Finance Plan                                                

                                             

Record of Production                                                

                                             
                                             

 

For my time plan, I need to account for any time that I need to change my design, as I am finicky when it comes to ideas for my major work. I managed to complete my research and selection earlier than I anticipated, which leaves me more 
time for the rest of production. 

 

 

 Expected 
 Actual 

 

(weeks) 
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Production 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 H 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 H 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 H 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Modelling                                            
Character                                            

                                            
Props                                            

                                            
                                            

Scene Creation                                            
Scene 1                                                 

                                             
Scene 2                                                 

                                             
Scene 3                                                 

                                             
Animation                                            

Scene 1                                            
                                             

Scene 2                                            
                                             

Scene 3                                            
                                             
                                             

Rendering                                            
Scene 1                                            

                                             
Scene 2                                            

                                             
Scene 3                                            

                                             
                                             

Editing + Compositing                                            
Scene 1                                            

                                             
Scene 2                                            

                                             
Scene 3                                            

Tweaking                                            
 

I have created my character and my props in a time that is slightly over the time plan, but I have managed to complete my scenes faster than expected. Now, I need to start animating each scene, with the character in it. I expect that I will get 
quite a lot done in the Holiday period, and hopefully I am able to finish rendering and start Editing the final vide

 Expected 
 Actual 

 

(weeks) 
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Finance Plan 

Finance: 
The required materials and equipment that I need to produce my major work are quite expensive, but 
fortunately, nearly everything that I need for my major work, whether it be a copy of the software that I 
need to the computers are provided free of charge by the school, and by my personal computer. There 
will be one main expense I will need to plan for, rendering, which requires an expensive GPU to render. 
I already have a computer at home, and access to a computer lab at school. I am also only using open 
source software that is free, or provided by the school (A copy of Adobe Photoshop is provided via the 
NSW DET Students on the Hub program). I have set aside $500 for the project itself. 

Blender is able to render using NVIDIA and AMD GPU’s, but support for AMD GPU’s are still in an early 
stage, and cannot sufficiently support the features that I require. Therefore, I will need to either buy a 
NVIDIA GPU, or just use my CPU, which is provided free by the school. This will be dictated by the 
prices of GPU’s at the time of writing. 

EQUIPMENT SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT ESTIMATED ACTUAL 
COMPUTER Computer $2500 $0 

Display $500 $0 
GPU $500  
Storage Device $200 $0 

PRINTING Printer $500 $0 
Binding, Ink & Printing 
Paper 

$300 $50 

SOFTWARE Blender $0 $0 
Adobe Photoshop $5300 $0 
Adobe Premiere $725 $0 

PRODUCT PERSONALISATION & 
PRESENTATION 

DVD’S & Printing $30 $ 

 Total $10555 $100 
 

Evaluation: Most of the items that I need are easily attained via school resources, and if I finish 
everything early, I will have plenty of time to render. Therefore, I will use my own computers CPU to 
render. 

I do not personally own a printer that could print in the quality I needed or specialised hardware to 
customise DVD’s, but I am able to edit the software that will go into the CD for the playback of my major 
work. Therefore, there is no other choice than to go out and actually pay for someone else to actually 
do it for me. Surprisingly this cheaper than me buying specialised hardware for the DVD is and ink for 
the printer. 
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Record of 
Production 
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Record of Production: 
Planning Sketching and Concept Art (week 6-10):  

 I came up with a story that I would like to convey after doing research in weeks 1-5. I then split 
them up into scenes that I could produce, to save time and to stop me from producing all scenes. 

 I begin sketching a character, and then finalise the design in Photoshop. I also create some 
concepts for. 

 I started to create a storyboard to define what I would need to shoot for my animation 
 I did not initially sketch backgrounds, instead creating concepts by playing around in Blender 

creating models 

Creating Models and Backgrounds:  
 

 

29/12/15 - This is the original model that I started out with. As you can see it varies wild from the 
final product. This is what I based my topology on. 
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29/1/16 – I created a model, which was the initial design for the character. This is the basis for the 
character used in the final work. I used my initial sketches as reference for this character. I first 
start with the face, and then onto the body. This takes quite awhile, scrapping many prototypes 
such as the one below (Left is prototype number 1)  
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10/2/16 – I finish the body, and give it some colour. I try around with many materials and come 
up with skin shader #1. This will eventually take a bit of time to refine to the current state 
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17/2/16 – I had finalised a model that I considered the final model that I would draw upon for the 
animation I was to make. I attempt to give it hair on its head, and some eyebrow. The skin shader 
again goes through some editing and changes to make it look more appealing, experimenting 
with several different styles 
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17/2/16 - I again edit the shader for skin, because it looks a bit ‘dead’ looking, leading the the 
uncanny valley effect I was expecting. I end up with skin shader #2, which looks marignally 
better bit is eventually changed.. I also decide to add a different hairstyle, but this becomes 
increasingly difficult, as the hair will not render very quickly
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28/2/16 – I edit the hairstyle, but become icnreasingly fed up wit hit. I add a few bits of clothing, 
and test it out to see what looks best, settling on the original design I had sketched up. I decide to 
scratch the idea of hair, as it is too difficult to work with and does not add to the animation. At 
this point, I start rigging, 
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8/3/16 –The skin shder is edited AGAIN, and this time I attempt to make it look more softer, and 
lifelike or at least less ugly. I change the texture to add some more red to the cheeks, and I end up 
making the skin texture too bumpy with an errant bump map, and I decide to overhaul the 
shader entirely, as it only looks good in medium light locations, and I need it to look good in a 
variety of lighting setups 
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8/3/16 –The skin shder is edited, and a bit more red is added, so I make sure that it looks really 
nice especially within the many lighting setups that I use. I end up with a result I am satisfied 
with, and with this I set this shader, skin shader #3 as the final shader that I use for my skin, with 
subsurface scattering, pores, and gloss that results in ‘dewy’ looking skin that renders relatively 
quickly 
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Rigging 

 

I attempt to rig the model, and things go realtively well, but I do need to sort out a lot of the 
weighting, as funny errors start to happen. At this point, I rig the model. This body only takes a 
lesson, and I am able to pose the character. I will need to fine-tune the rig for my character to move 
correctly and start rigging the face 
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3/3/16 The face has trouble rigging, the face will not move with the rig, the face finally moves, but 
in undesirable ways that I do not want. I work to edit this to finally get the result that I want. 

 
 
 22/3/16 I finally achieve the results that I want, and the face rigging turns out alright. I can now 
animate the face as I please, and go on to other things, such as the folio and backgrounds 
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Backgrounds: 

 

Most of all the backgrounds are prototyped, none are planned beforehand. There are the results of 
all the backgrounds that I have made, but I end up taking assets from each prototype and adding 
them into the final scene that I contain.  

 

 

These consist of many forest type exteriors, and one interior. The forest may look different, as 
currently having many trees as meshes taxes the computer as to make it unusable, and therefore 
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I am still looking for a method to create good looking trees while reducing the polycount to an 
acceptable level so I can use the file.  

 

4/1/16 – I come up with some concepts to do with my major work, there are several designs I 
could go for, modern, or in nature. I need to choose between the two, and both come with their 
own sets of unique challenges. I could also do a combination of the two.
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8/1/16 -  I start to experiment with several scenes, I note that due to the way that blender calculates 
light, interior scenes will take especially long to render, considering how many computers I will be 
able to have access to, I think that I should stick to scenes that are outside. What also ends up 
slowing down render times is trees. Anything over 500k vertices end up slowing down the render 
times to an extremely level, and combined with the amount of grass that is required for the entire 
scene, is troublesome to say the least. Any night scenes will also impact on render times, so I have 
three options: 

1. Do all exterior scenes in well-lit conditions, and I will be able to start rendering later so that 
I can change the major work if I need to, allowing time to do other subjects. This will allow 
me to do as many trees as I need, but will make the scenes look ‘samey’. 
 

2. Do a mixture of night and day scenes in exterior environments, this will allow me to have 
trees and grass in plentiful amounts if I balance it out right, giving me enough time to 
actually render, like the first option 
 

3. Start really early in rendering, and have all the night scenes with all the trees I need. 
 

3 is best, but does not take into account the changes that might be made after, so I think that 1 or 2 
will be my best options. I will decide later. 
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13/2/16 – I have decided to do nature scenery in well-lit conditions, as in option 2 from last month, 
but this comes with the problem of deciding how I will make stuff like forests, as they are very 
intensive when it comes to rendering specifically because a tree takes ~30k vertices, and after 
500k vertices, my computer starts to lag. Thus I must keep this in mind when creating my scenes, 
find a better solution or simply render the scenes earlier. I have also made some temple pieces, 
possibly for the character to be able to discover. I will keep working and see if these turn out to be 
the suitable solution to the backgrounds that I require. 
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8/3/16 – I have changed the idea of the forest, I can still use trees, but if I use too many, the 
computer will have a hard time rendering the frames, due to the large amount of trees. Thus, trees 
will be kept as far as possible from the camera while remaining of a high quality. I have decided to 
make the backgrounds more so island based, as this means I can still have some greenery, but also 
retain a lower amount of trees while having interesting scenery to draw in the viewer and 
demonstrate my various skills with animation of water, grass, and other moving things in the 
scenes. 
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13/3/16 – I start to experiment with water, and some land ideas. I have decided cliffs will make it 
so that I can still have some greenery to pop out within the scene, but it will also allow me to show 
less of it, as it is very intensive to have so many leaves. Instead, I will show my texturing skills 
with rocks, with complicated textures that require bump maps, and other things to not only give 
better performance while rendering, but to make my major work look better as well. 
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28/4/16 – I have finalised the design for the first scene, this amount of greenery strikes a balance 
between aesthetic and the ability to render. The way that I have made the models of the trees, they 
are simple but when bunched together they look better than if I had a bunch trees together, I 
essentially tailored the branches for maximum appeal. I will continue to use this design, and for 
scenes with trees, I will simply clone the same tree so that it uses fewer resources than if every 
tree was unique. This combination of techniques enables me to achieve the look that I desired, 
without the performance  

 

Here, I show my final rendered scenes, both use the low poly type of tree that I have created, and 
did not take an hour to render like previous types of tree did. Thus I am able to render more 
quickly while retaining the look I had in mind. 
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Rendering: 
I will have to plan my time to make sure that my rendering finishes within the time constraints 
that I have set out. If I render any later, I will have to sacrifice quality. Thus, when rendering I 
have considered points and optimisations that will allow me to render later to take into account 
for my while still being relatively early.  

3/4/16 – I started to render one of my scenes, and it turns out that each frame of my scene will 
take 5 hours to render. This is a big problem, as I won’t finish on time if it keeps going on at this 
rate. Thus I need to optimise my renders to increase render time or find a better solution   

 

17/6/16 – I have found a website to solve my rendering issues, it is a free render farm that I can 
use to hopefully render my project. I will test and see how fast I can render with this website. 
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3/8/16 – This is a very good website, I have rendered all three scenes on it, and each scene took a 
maximum of 3 days to render. Thus I have saved a lot of time. 

Editing: 

 

Ironically, editing was the easiest part of making this major work. Due to the headaches to do with 
rendering, and because of my previous preparations with the storyboard, it was trivial to add the 
audio to the rendered footage. I simply added the audio to its respective location, and because the 
colours were already perfect due to me tweaking the colours that were rendered before, I did not 
need to do any more colour grading. 
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WHS (Work Health & Safety) 
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The locations in which I undertake my major work is at school to some extent, but mostly at 
home. Work at school was mostly limited to the folio and minor 3D models, and although School 
and Home are both relatively low risk environments, there are still many risks I need to consider 
while undertaking my major work 

 
When classifying a risk, I will be using a risk matrix, which rates a risk based on its severity and 
its likelihood: 

 
Potential Hazard: Obstructed 
Workplace 
One major concern when working in a room 
with multiple other people is that they will 
introduce objects that could be a tripping 
hazard to me, which could cause damage to 
health and property. 
 
Risk Assessment: 7, Possible and 
Moderate 
It is likely that there will be obstructions on the 
floor, and destruction of property is a very real 
consequence. However, it is very easily 
remedied, and simply asking the person who 
owns the property to move their object and 
overall keeping pathways clear should reduce 
potential tripping hazard 
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Correct vs Incorrect Posture 
Potential Hazard: Bad Posture 
Repetitive Strain Injury (RSI) can be caused by repeated positioning of your body, and bad posture 
can misalign your body, creating stress on your body. Other side effects of bad posture include 
headaches, eye strain, back pain, and arthritis in the long term. This can be exacerbated by using 
the computer for a very large amount of time in the same position and having the computer screen 
and seat at incorrect heights for themselves. 
 
Risk Assessment: 7, Possible and Moderate 
Care should be taken to take frequent breaks, and to have a workplace that is of suitable height. I 
should be at least 60cm away from the screen, and my feet should touch the floor while my thighs 
are parallel with the floor. My back should be straight, not arched. With care, many of these 
symptoms can be avoided. 
 

 
An example of a haphazard workplace that could lead to disasters 
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Potential Hazard: Haphazard Workplace and Messy Cables 
A haphazard workplace can lead to not only to similar risks to the obstructed workplace, but it 
can also lead to frayed cables from the mishandling of cables, which can possibly lead to 
electrical fire, and even death. 

 
 

 

Safety equipment & Fire extuingishers to  

Risk Assessment: 7, Unlikely but Significant 
The consequences of this are very real and dangerous, but cables are unlikely to reach such a state, 
as they need to be frayed for an extensive period of time and then come into contact with 
flammable objects. In the case that I notice fraying cables, I should replace them and also keep my 
workplace clear of trash and possible hazards that could cause electrical fire. I also need to keep 
myself aware of what I can do in the case of a fire, such as evacuation plans and fire extinguisher. 
 

Potential Hazard: Lighting 
Bad lighting while working can lead to headaches, 
decreased productivity, alertness, depression and 
even seizures in people predisposed to them. It can 
also cause major damage to the eyes if done for an 
extended period of time, so it is imperative that I 
maintain good lighting to prevent damage to my 
eyes as I will need to use the computer for much of 
my major work. 

 
Risk Assessment: 6, Likely but Negligible 
Although the effects of bad lighting are severe, 
many buildings already have adequate lighting at 
school, and I have plenty of lights at home, so I need 
to make it a habit to turn on lights. Otherwise, I will 
be fine and the effects of bad lighting will not 
happen to me unless I continually work in a pitch 
black room for many hours. 
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Evaluation 
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In Relation To: 

Statement of Intent 
 

“For my year 12 HSC Multimedia Major Work, I plan to create a 3d animation approximately 2-3 minutes long.”  

Due to constraints on render-ability, I have changed the animation to be of ~1 minute long. Other 
than this, I have successfully managed to create a 3D animation, and through this major work have 
learnt many skills that I am able to use in the future. 

“This animation will be supplemented with the use of VFX, Music, and Video editing to create a compelling video that 
satisfyingly showing my skills.” 

“ This will be achieved with the use of specialised software and hardware, as well as my skills.” 

The video accurately shows my abilities as a creator, and effectively presents the skills that I have 
to offer. By using 3D animation, I have had to use many different programs, such as Blender 3D, 
Adobe Premiere, CrazyBump, and many others, allowing me to expand my skillset and implement 
them into my major work. 

“Show skills in Modelling, Video Editing, Texturing, Compositing, Rendering, Rigging & Lighting (3D)” 

 “Creating a human will be especially difficult, as humans are one of the hardest things to animate (due to the ‘uncanny 
valley’ effect, if something reaches a point where it looks human, but not quite, it can be quite off-putting)” 

The difficulties that I expected to reach within this type of major work did occur, I had a lot of 
problems to do specifically with the skin shader of the character it. This was the main problem in 
overcoming the uncanny valley, so I ended up ‘cartoonifying’ my character, to make it seem less 
human like, thus I have overcome the problem of the uncanny valley. This took all the skills that 
I needed to use to create the result that I was looking for: a decent looking model that did the shit. 

Limitations 
“My skills in blender are limited” 

 “If I do not have access to a render farm, I will need to use my own computer… I would also need lots of time to render it“ 

Alhtough my skills were limited, they did not end up affecting my performance, as there were so 
many resources for me to draw upon they helped massively. I did find a render farm, and was able 
to render in about a week. 

Timeframe 
 “3 terms” 

This turned out to be an accurate assessment of the time need to do my major work, it took 2 
terms and 9 weeks to finish my major work, just shy of my estimation. In fact, I had enough time 
to add a few extras, namely within the credits where I was able to show a few gaffes and errors 
that had happened when I attempted to prototype. 
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Research 
The research that I had to undertake for this major was massive, but due the sheer amount of time 
taken to thoroughly research each topic (3 months total, and more from Year 11), I was able to 
choose the right software and tools for the job. I also gained resources that made my major work 
look stunning, with textures and audio clips that enhanced the overall experience of my major 
work. Without these, the overall presentation of the product wound have been of a much poorer 
quality, and thus allowed my project to reach its full potential. 

Timeline 
The timeline gave me a rigid structure to follow and allowed me to efficiently allocate time to what 
was most important throughout the project. Although I did not adhere absolutely to the structure I 
had set out, it gave me a great backbone to give me a sense of purpose and the overarching goal 
for that specific time period. 

Finance Plan 
This was useful to see ow much I would need to save and how much I would need to spend to be 
able to finish my major work, and also allowing me to see where money would just be wasted. 

Construction 
This was the part where I spent most of my time with the major work, with construction I had to 
utilise all my skills and challenge myself to improve my skills and thus reach the high standards 
that I had hoped for in my major work e.g. 3D modelling, texturing, animation, etc. As each 
software required a certain level of skill in using, I needed to attain these skills while creating my 
major work, such as making textures from scratch or etc. This meant that I gained many new 
skills but the overall project remains ‘rough’, in that although this project has reached its full 
potential, the skills I have now could go into remaking the project into something better. 

If I did have more time, I would completely remake very single model from scratch, as those 
models were created at the start of the year when my knowledge was lower than now, as well as 
the textures, and the materials. With the knowledge have attained from doing this project, it has 
enabled me to polish the major work especially in terms of the animation, which although I am 
proud of still find to be a bit lacklustre now I have practiced animations. However, overall I am 
very pleased with the results, as I have tried my best and come out with a product that I am not 
only proud of but I feel effectively expresses my skills as a multimedia multiskiller. 
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Evidence of Practical Problem Solving 

 

One particular problem associated with my major work was ‘getting out of the uncanny 
valley’, a colloquial expression which implies the creation of a character that does not 
look dead or creepy. One major factor in deciding whether something falls into the 
uncanny valley is the appearance of skin, as a completely reflective surface indicates 
an absence of blood in the skin, thus signifying to the viewer the sign of a dead body. 
Real skin also turns red when a bright light is shone onto it. My initial renders had this 
problem; the skin looks dull, and when under direct light, looks pallid. With many 
different revisions and tweaks, I am able to achieve a skin look that I am happy with; 
this can be seen with the ear, when light is shone through the thin layer of skin, it 
comes out of red. Thus one of the major problems that I anticipated was solved, and 
increased the technical complexity and quality of the major work. 

 


